Husqvarna 288xp parts diagram
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date Nov 16, Nov 16, Joined May 12, Messages Location milton,nsw australia. Last edited: Nov
16, Nov 17, I have a 8 pin on mine with barely any port work just a lil exhaust and intake nothin
crazy can't even tell I did anything if you look at it really, plus a muffler mod and properly tuned
carb, it pulls a 24in bar like its a 12in bar in hardwood :greenchainsaw: You will very happy with
your xp. I would not flinch to put a 36in or longer on it with skip and a 7 tooth in hardwood if I
needed it. Which I never ever would. Just opening up the muffler will give you the best bang for
the buck. Great saw that really doesn't need much. Joined Oct 15, Messages 10, Location
southeast mo. Joined Aug 3, Messages Location rhode island. Nov 18, Get an old scored up
cylinder, get a piston or even a 58mm baileys bb kit piston send them to Marvin at Kustom Kraft
and he can overbore that cylinder to a larger diameter. These heavier cast cylinder can probably
take a 4mm overbore like a champ. I still haven't done any muffler or port work to my 's! They've
got such good power stock, I haven't even really thought about looking for more power! If you
go ahead with a custom BB set-up made, please keep us updated on the build! That series of
Huskies are great workhorses!! Nov 19, CanadianCarGuy said:. So with this technique, how
many cc's we talkin here, like around 95ish or more? I'm curious, haha cuz ive seen cheap
components that you listed and that thing would rock and roll, especially with a harcore muffler
mod and sum mild porting Is the pin diameter in the rod and piston the same between the xp
bottom end and a xp piston? I'm not totally learned up on my husky motors. Nov 20, Oh god,
haha, well I guess I know where sum cash is goin when it's time for a rebuild haha. Feb 5, Nuno
ArboristSite Operative. Joined Oct 9, Messages How did it turn out?? Did you bore it out and fit
a 's cylinder in it?? I got my fixin to split the case and replace bearings- whats gonna happen
after that is anybody's guess! I bought a used cylinder with the thought that I would make a big
bore for my It is not a simple thing to do. The mounting bolts are different patterns. The case on
the will need the opening enlarged and the cylinder will require turning down too so that it fits
into the case opening. Then you have to deal with the fact that the different saws have pistons
that stick out of the case at different heights. Too many issues for me to want to solve them.
Overbore and replate, well that might be a way but, it is expensive. I would just buy a larger saw
and never look back Not that I have found a need for a larger saw than my s. My XP lite is my
hands down favorite saw. I have never felt like I needed more of a saw than I had in my hands
while I was using it. HuskStihl Chairin'em for the sound. The one thing I wouldn't recommend
would be cutting the base of the cylinder. The phenolic block intake is a total PITA to get lined
up and not leak after the cylinder is lowered. I had to shave the blocks to get them to line up on
mine. Whatya mean cut the base? Deckin it? Tightening the squish by machining some
aluminum off the cylinder base. You must log in or register to reply here. Find your Husqvarna
Chain Saw Part with our quick reference guide below or use our Husqvarna parts lookup to find
the exact part you need. Choose your Husqvarna chainsaw model number below and load the
interactive diagrams to find Husqvarna chainsaw parts fast. Hover your mouse over the desired
Husqvarna part in the diagram for instant Husqvarna part numbers, price and ordering
information. We specialize in Husqvarna chainsaw parts for all models of Husqvarna chainsaw.
Browse through our complete listing of Husqvarna Chainsaw parts diagrams for every model of
Husqvarna chainsaw ever made. We carry only original equipment Husqvarna Chain Saw Parts.
Choose your Husqvarna model number and load the interactive diagrams to find Husqvarna
chainsaw parts fast. Find a list of all Husqvarna Chainsaw models with links to their parts,
Husqvarna replacement chains, bars, tools and more. We stock over 60, parts and can usually
ship them out within 24 hours. If your Husqvarna chainsaw parts are not in stock we can get
them fast. Save with flat rate shipping. We are your trusted source for all your Husqvarna
chainsaw needs. If you need help, want to check availability or have any questions please do
not hesitate to call us toll free at and one of our Husqvarna Chainsaw specialists will be happy
to assist you. Skip to content Husqvarna Chainsaw Parts Find your Husqvarna Chain Saw Part
with our quick reference guide below or use our Husqvarna parts lookup to find the exact part
you need. Quick Links. See also: Workshop Manual. Table of Contents. Please read these
instructions carefully and make. Chainsaw Husqvarna Operator's Manual Husqvarna electric
chain saw operator's manual 36 pages. EPA 90 Chain saws can be dangerous! Careless or
incorrect use can result in serious or fatal injury to the operator or others. Please read the
instructions carefully and make sure you understand them before using the saw. See page
Check the carburetor settings. See pages Page 4: Safety Instructions A chain saw is a

dangerous tool if used carelessly or incorrectly and can cause serious, even fatal injuries. It is
very important that you read and understand these instructions. Page 5 1 Chain brake and front
hand guard YOUR chain saw is equipped with a chain brake that is desig- ned to stop the chain
immediately if you get a kickback. The chain brake reduces the risk of accidents, but only You
can prevent them. Page 6: Chain Catcher The way the chain brake is triggered, either manually
or automatically, depends on the force of the kickback and the position of the chain saw in
relation to the object that the kickback zone of the bar strikes. If you get a violent kickback while
the kickback zone of the bar is farthest away from you Page 7: Stop Switch 5 Vibration damping
system Your chain saw is equipped with a vibration damping system that is designed to
minimise vibrations and make operation easier. When you use a chain saw vibrations are
generated by the uneven contact between the chain and the wood you are cutting. This is
especially true of chain saw safety equipment. When you buy any of our products we guarantee
the availability of professional repairs and service. Page 9 2 Throttle lock Make sure the throttle
control is locked at the idle setting when you release the throttle lock. Press the throttle lock
and make sure it returns to its original position when you release it. Check that the throttle
control and throttle lock move freely and that the return springs work Page Cutting Equipment 7
Muffler Never use a chain saw that has a faulty muffler. Regularly check that the muffler is
securely attached to the chain saw. If the muffler on your saw is fitted with a spark arrestor
mesh this must be cleaned regularly. A blocked mesh will cause the engine to overheat and may
lead to serious Page 11 1 Cutting equipment designed to minimise kickback Faulty cutting
equipment or the wrong combination of bar and chain increases the risk of kickback. The only
way to avoid kickback is to make sure that the kick- back zone of the bar never touches
anything. Page 12 2 Sharpening your chain and adjusting raker clearance The risk of kickback is
increased with a badly sharpened chain! When the chain is blunt you have to exert more
pressure to force the bar through the wood and the cuttings will be very small. To maintain
cutting performance you must file back the raker teeth to the recommended height. Aim the tip
of the saw at a light coloured surface about 20 cm away. Remove these with a file if necessary.
Replace the bar if necessary. Page General Rules General rules If you understand what
kickback is and how it happens then you can reduce or eliminate the element of surprise. By
being prepared you reduce the risk. Kickback is usually quite mild, but it can sometimes be very
sudden and violent. Wipe off the spill and allow remaining fuel to evaporate. This information is
no substitute for professional skills and experience. Page 21 2 The log is supported at one end.
There is a high risk that it will split. B Finish by cutting from above so that the two cuts meet.
Page 22 C Clearing the trunk and preparing your retreat Remove any branches that are in the
way. To do this it is best to work from the top down and keep the trunk between you and the
chain saw. Never limb above shoulder height. Page What Is What What is what? Cylinder cover.
Front handle. Front hand guard. Starter cover. Chain oil tank. Starter handle. Adjuster screw,
carburetor. Choke control 9. Rear handle. Stop switch. Fuel tank. Page Mounting Guide Bar And
Chain Mounting guide bar and chain Always wear gloves, when working with the chain, in order
to protect your hands from injury. Check that the chain brake is in disengaged position by
moving the front hand guard towards the front handle. Take off the bar nuts and remove the
clutch cover. Page Fuelling Fuelling Taking the following precautions, will lessen the risk of fire.
Page Maintenance Carburetor Your Husqvarna product has been designed and manufactured to
specifications that reduce harmful emissions. After your unit has been run tanks of fuel the
engine has broken in. To ensure that your unit is at peak performance and Always wear safety
goggles for eye protection. Page Daily Maintenance Below you will find some general
maintenance instructions. If you have more questions, contact your servicing dealer. Daily
maintenance 1. Check that all the components of the throttle control operate safely i. This
manual is also suitable for: xp, xp lite. Print page 1 Print document 36 pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Part Number: In Stock, 1 available. Ships in 1 - 9 business days. In Stock, 4 available. In
Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 12 available. In Stock, 24
available. In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 7 available. In Stock, 19 available. In Stock, 11
available. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock, 17 available. In Stock, 16 available. In Stock, 5
available. In Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 10 available. This video explains exactly what
numbers and measurements are needed when matching chainsaw chains, and it also explains
how to find them. In addition, this video also offers information about This article suggests
guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. It also describes information tools available at
eReplacementParts. This video outlines the proper techniques for cleaning and tuning your
chainsaw. It explains how you can clean your saw and replace the air filter, fuel filter and spark
plug as part of the saw's an Get the best results out of your chainsaw chain sharpening with the
help of this video's professional instructions for three sharpening methods. Shopping Cart.

Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore
a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Husqvarna Chainsaw Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B. Idle Adj. Page C. Page
D. Page E. Page F. Washer, 4. Spark Plug Conn. Spring Washer Page G. Page H. Washer 6. Page
I. Page J. Page K. Page L. Popular Parts. Fuel Filter. Flange Nut. Fuel Hose. Right Hand Exhaust
Pipe. Chain Tensioner. Repair Guides. Chainsaw Chain Measurements, Sizes, and Types This
video explains exactly what numbers and measurements are needed when matching chainsaw
chains, and it also explains how to find them. Power Tool Care and Maintenance This article
suggests guidelines for power tool care and maintenance. How to Tune and Maintain a
Chainsaw This video outlines the proper techniques for cleaning and tuning your chainsaw.
How to Sharpen a Chainsaw Chain: 3 Methods Get the best results out of your chainsaw chain
sharpening with the help of this video's professional instructions for three sharpening methods.
Accessories for the Husqvarna No questions have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our
experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email
list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended.
Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as
they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Jacks works best with JavaScript
enabled Learn More. Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship. Order Status Get
Support Type a Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support
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Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler Vertical Engines. Help with Jack's Parts
Lookup. JavaScript Disabled - Unable to show Cart. Parts Lookup - Enter a part number or
partial description to search for parts within this model. Combination Tool. Options Add to Cart.
Air Filter. Felt Air Filter. Screw M5 X STUD 5X Pump Side Gasket. Fuel Pump Diaphragm.
Diaphragm Set. Metering Diaphragm. Hand Guard. Right Pivot Sleeve. Pivot Pin. Bar Nuts. Chain
Guide. Felling Dog. Spiral Pin. Brake Band. PIN 3X Protection Plate. Chain Adjuster Kit. Chain
Catcher. Anti-Vibration Spring. PIN 5X O Ring. Sealing Ring. Gas Cap. Choke Control. Support
Bushing. Woodruff Key. Ignition Coil. Spark Plug Conn. Front Handle. Exhaust Outlet. Spark
Arrestor. Rim Sprocket. Oil Hose. Oil Screen. X Ring. Worm Gear. Spark Plug. Piston Rings.
Decompression Valve. Piston Stopper. Starter Rope. Starter Pulley. Recoil Spring. Pin Spring.
Filter Plug. Tank Valve. Fuel Hose. Anti-Vibration Mount. Throttle Trigger.

